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Abstract
Double panel partitions with a foam core suffer from a poor sound transmission loss at the mass-spring-mass
resonance frequency. This paper investigates the use of vibro-acoustic resonant metamaterials as a solution to
improve the acoustic insulation performance for this vibro-acoustic problem while adding only 8% of mass
to the complete double panel. To design the metamaterial, unit cell analysis is applied to calculate dispersion
curves and predict the stop band behaviour, while the sound transmission loss is predicted with Heckls model
extended with the equivalent dynamic mass of the metamaterial. The dynamic mass is obtained from the
dispersion curves analysis, which allows to take into account complex and realizable resonator geometries.
The designed metamaterial double panel is realized and its experimentally measured insertion loss shows
a strong improvement around the mass-spring-mass resonance of the original double panel. The predicted
insulation performance agrees well with the measured performance, validating the proposed method.

1 Introduction

Double panel partitions with a foam core are widely used in building applications. Besides offering high ther-
mal insulation, they are lightweight and offer a high sound transmission loss (STL). These kind of sandwich
panels outperform the acoustic mass-law over a wide frequency range. However, due to their configuration a
mass-spring-mass resonance is created at which the two panels resonate on the stiffness of the core material,
resulting in a strongly reduced STL in that frequency range [1, 2]. Classical solutions to address this problem
are mainly based on mass addition or increase the thickness of the core material. This results in a heavy and
bulky structure, which conflicts with the current trend to lightweight design.

Resonant vibro-acoustic metamaterials are a potential novel lightweight solution, be it in a confined and
tunable frequency region [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. They can be obtained by the addition of resonators to a host
structure on a sub-wavelength scale. This leads to a Fano-type interference around the tuned frequency
of the resonator, creating a stop band frequency region where free wave propagation is prohibited [9, 5].
It is known that resonant stop bands for flexural waves lead to an increased STL in their frequency range
[10, 11, 12]. Since the mass-spring-mass resonance of a double panel partition is confined to a well-defined
frequency range, resonant vibro-acoustic metamaterials are a potential solution [13, 14, 15, 16, 17].

In previous work, the authors applied the metamaterial solution to a double panel partition separated by an
air gap to enhance the STL at the mass-air-mass resonance [17]. To predict the STL of such double panels,
a combination of the Multiple Reflection Theory [18] and the equivalent dynamic metamaterial mass was
proposed and validated. This paper extends this work to double panel sandwich partitions with foam core.
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To predict the STL performance of a metamaterial double panel partition with a foam core, Heckl’s model
[2] is combined with the dynamic mass of a metamaterial [17, 19]. Heckl’s model assumes a locally reacting
core material, which means that no wave propagation is allowed in the core. This model is chosen because
it shows a satisfactory average error below ±5 dB between STL predictions and measurements [20]. It uses
Kirchhoff’s plate theory for two infinite panels coupled by the stiffness of a locally reacting material to
derive the sound power for acoustic plane wave excitation incident at a certain angle [2]. By incorporating
the dynamic mass of the metamaterial in Kirchhoff’s plate theory of the treated panel, Heckl’s model is
extended to predict the STL enhancement due to the stop band effect. Since the equivalent dynamic mass
of the metamaterial is calculated using the stop band limits obtained from dispersion curves analysis, which
are obtained through finite element (FE) unit cell (UC) modeling [19], the proposed method can work with
complex and realizable resonators geometries. Using this method, a metamaterial solution is designed to
target the mass-spring-mass resonance of a double partition panel with locally reacting material core. The
solution is realized and its acoustic insulation performance is experimentally evaluated. The experimental
results validate the proposed method and demonstrate the potential of resonant metamaterials to tackle the
mass-spring-mass resonance vibro-acoustic problem of double panels.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the double panel is defined. In Section 3 the metamaterial
design is introduced. Section 4 introduces the extension of Heckl’s model with the equivalent dynamic mass
of a metamaterial and discusses the STL performance predictions. In Section 5 the experimental setup used
to measure the sound insertion loss (IL) is explained and the locally reacting material properties and the
measured IL of the double panel partitions are analyzed and compared to the numerical predictions. Finally,
Section 6 summarizes the main findings of this work.

2 Problem definition

A commercially available double panel partition with an A2 (420 × 591 mm) acoustic wetted surface area
is considered. The double panel partition is composed of 4 layers: a 3.3 mm particle board layer which
composes the first panel, a 71.7 mm foam layer, assumed to be locally reacting, and a 15.6 mm plaster layer
in combination with an 3.3 mm particle board layer forming the second panel (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Double panel partition layers.

The material properties of the particle board and plaster are retrieved through weighing and model updating
[21]. An experimental modal analysis is performed for each material on a 30×250 mm cantilever beam. The
measured mode shapes and natural frequencies are used to update the numerical FE model of each cantilever
beam composed of 300 linear shell elements. The average mismatch in natural frequencies up to 1100 Hz
is 2% for the particle board beam and 0.5% for the plaster beam. The foam core material is assumed to be
locally reacting. Its material properties are retrieved through weighing and curve fitting, where the Young’s
modulus and damping are acquired as detailed in Section 5.2. All retrieved material properties are listed in
Table 1.
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Table 1: Properties of the sandwich panel materials.

Young’s modulus (E) Poisson’s ratio(ν) Density (ρ) Thickness (h) Damping (η)
Particle board 3533.58 MPa 0.13 765.5 kg/m3 3.3 mm /
Plaster 1968.56 MPa 0.2 791.9 kg/m3 15.6 mm /
Foam 5.4 MPa / 16.83 kg/m3 71.7 mm 8.7%

The mass-spring-mass resonance frequency fMKM of the bare panel can be calculated as [2]:

fMKM =
1

2π

√
s

(
1

m′1
+

1

m′2

)
(1)

for normal incidence, where s = Efoam/hfoam, with Efoam and hfoam the Young’s modulus and thickness
of the foam and m′1 and m′2 the masses per area of each panel (Fig. 1). This results in fMKM = 954 Hz for
the bare double panel partition in this study.

3 Metamaterial design

The metamaterial solution is tuned to create a stop band around the mass-spring-mass resonance frequency
of the bare panel at 954 Hz. The resonators are added only to panel 1, since this is the panel with the lowest
mass, which increases the metamaterial effectiveness [5]. The targeted wave types are the bending waves,
since these are acoustically relevant. A mass addition of 50% w.r.t. the particle board panel is aimed for,
which results in a total mass addition of 8% w.r.t. the complete structure.

Table 2: Poperties of the resonator material.

E ν ρ η

PMMA 4850 MPa 0.31 1188.38 kg/m3 2.5%

To create a stop band, the designed mode of the resonator needs to exert a non-zero net force on the host
structure, the resonators need to be added on a sub-wavelength scale and the interaction between resonator
and host structure need to be accounted for. The cantilever beam-like resonator has been proven to fulfil these
conditions [22, 23]. The resonator dimensions are defined to comply with the targeted stop band frequency
region, allowed mass addition, sub-wavelength spacing and interaction between resonator and host structure
(Fig. 2). The resonators are laser cut from a 8 mm polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) panel. The material
properties of the PMMA are obtained from previous work [22] (Table 2). The resonators are added to the
particle board host structure on a rectangular grid of 40 × 38 mm (Fig. 3). The metamaterial double panel
realisation is then manufactured by adding the resonators to the bare double panel by means of adhesive
bonding (Loctite R© 406).

The stop band behaviour is analyzed using dispersion curves, which are calculated through FE based UC
modeling, using Bloch-Floquet periodicity boundary conditions [24, 25]. The dispersion curves represent
the free wave propagation in the infinite periodic structure consisting of the infinitely repeated single UC in
two dimensions. In this paper, damping is not considered in the UC. Stop bands are identified as frequency
zones where no free wave propagation is found in the dispersion curves along the irreducible Brillouin
contour (IBC) [24].

Since the resonators are added only to the particle board panel, the wave propagation is only studied for that
panel. The UC size corresponds to the 40 × 38 mm grid on which the resonators are added. Two UCs are
modeled:

• A bare particle board UC, modeled with 158 linear shell elements, which serves as a benchmark,
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• A metamaterial UC, modeled with 158 linear shell elements for the particle board host structure and
1028 linear solid elements for the resonator, which is used to define the SB limits.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: The designed resonator dimensions in mm (a) and its out-of-plane bending mode at 1160 Hz (b).

Figure 3: Complete metamaterial double panel (right), metamaterial plate considered in periodic structure
analysis (center) and its representative UC of the upper panel (left).

The dispersion curves are calculated along the IBC, defined in Fig. 4a [26]. While no stop band is obtained
for the bare host structure (Fig. 4b), a stop band for the bending waves is obtained between 962 − 1045 Hz
for the metamaterial UC (Fig. 4c).
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Figure 4: Along the IBC (a) the dispersion curves of the metamaterial UC (c) show a stop band for the
bending waves (red curves) as opposed to no stop band in the bare host structure (b).
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4 Equivalent dynamic mass based STL

This section describes the proposed method to predict the STL of a metamaterial double panel partition with
a locally reacting material core. First, Heckl’s model is briefly described. Next, the dynamic mass of a
metamaterial plate is calculated. Eventually, the proposed method is used to predict the STL of the bare and
metamaterial double panel.

4.1 Heckl’s model

A complete description of Heckl’s model is given in [2]. Heckl’s model is based on the coupling of the
bending wave equations of two plates by a locally reacting material interlayer and uses the continuity of
pressure to derive the sound power transmitted through the panel due to an acoustic plane wave excitation
incident onto the panel at a certain angle. The sound power transmission coefficient τ can be defined as:

τθ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

1[
1 − ω2m

′′
1+m

′′
2

2s + jω
m′′1+m

′′
2

2Z

(
1 − Z2+ω2m′′1m

′′
2

s(m′′1+m′′2)

)]

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

, (2)

with:

Z = ρ0c0/ cos θ, m′′∗ = m′∗[1 − (k40/k
4
B∗) sin4 θ], k4B∗ = ω2m′∗/B∗, B∗ = [E∗/(1 − ν2∗)]h∗, (3)

where ω is the angular frequency, j2 = −1, k0 is the wave number in air with density ρ0 and speed of
sound c0, θ is the angle of acoustic plane wave incidence , m′ is the mass per unit area and ∗ = 1, 2 denotes
the panel number. For the foam core, a complex stiffness s = Efoam(1 + jηfoam)/hfoam is considered to
include the damping effect with ηfoam the loss factor of the foam. Since the mass-spring-mass resonance
frequency lies far below the coincidence frequency of both panels, the damping in the panels is neglected.

By integrating the transmission coefficient over the angles of incidence, the diffuse field transmission coeffi-
cient τ is obtained using the Paris equation [1]:

τ =

∫ θl
0 τθ cos θ sin θdθ
∫ θl
0 cos θ sin θdθ

, (4)

where θl = 90o is the maximum angle of incidence used in this paper.

4.2 Equivalent dynamic metamaterial mass

Heckl’s model is based on the static mass of both panels. Consequently, it does not include the metamaterial
stop band behaviour. To include this effect, the dynamic mass of the metamaterial panel will be incorporated.

The equivalent dynamic mass of the metamaterial plate is calculated by simplifying the defined UC to a 2
degree-of-freedom (DOF) system using the stop band limits acquired from dispersion curves analysis, as
described in [19, 17]. Consider a 2 DOF system consisting of a host structure mass m1, to which a mass-
spring-damper resonator (m2, k2, c2) is attached. This system, excited by a force F0 atm1, is now simplified
to an equivalent 1 DOF system with dynamic mass m̃ (Fig. 5b) by imposing the equality of the displacements
u1 and ũ1. Solving for the equivalent dynamic mass m̃ gives [27]:

m̃ =
F0

−ω2X1
= m1 +m2




2jζ2ω
ω2

+ 1

1 + 2jζ2ω
ω2

−
(
ω
ω2

)2


 . (5)
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where ζ2 = c2
2
√
k2m2

is the modal damping ratio of the mass-spring-damper resonator (m2, k2, c2) with

natural frequency ω2 =
√
k2/m2.

For the undamped system with ζ2 = 0, m̃ can take negative values between frequency limits ω = ω2 and ωβ ,
at which m̃ = 0 [17]. This negative dynamic mass reflects an observability problem caused by considering
only the first DOF of the 2 DOF system to derive m̃. The frequency region where m̃ is negative corresponds
to the stop band frequency range [27, 28].

(a) (b)

Figure 5: The 2 DOF system (a) is replaced by a 1 DOF system (b) with equivalent dynamic mass m̃ [17].

To apply Eq. 5 to a realizable metamaterial solution, a simplification of the metamaterial solution to a 2 DOF
system is required (Fig. 6). To this end, 4 variables need to be found: ζ2, m1, m2 and ω2. The damping ζ2 is
obtained from the material properties of the resonator (Table 2). By applying conservation of mass, m1 can
be obtained in function of m2 as:

m1 = mHS +mRes −m2. (6)

where mHS and mRes are the mass of the host structure UC and resonator respectively.

Figure 6: Masses of the metamaterial UC compared to the masses of the simplified 2 DOF system.

The two parameters m2 and ω2 are obtained through a comparison of the frequency limits of the negative
dynamic mass obtained from the undamped form of Eq. (5) with the frequency limits of the bending wave
stop band predicted using the dispersion curves along the IBC:

ω2 = ωL,

ωβ = ωU ,
(7)

where ωL and ωU are respectively the lower and upper frequency limits of the predicted stop band. Further-
more, m2 can be obtained by evaluating the undamped form of Eq. (5) at ωU , since m̃(ωU ) = 0. Eventually,
the equivalent dynamic mass m̃ of the metamaterial is calculated as:

m̃ = mHS +mRes +
mHS +mRes

1 − 1

1−
(

ωU
ωL

)2




2jζ2ω
ωL

+ 1

1 + 2jζ2ω
ωL

−
(
ω
ωL

)2 − 1


 . (8)
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4.3 STL predictions

The STL is predicted for the bare and metamaterial case for both normal and diffuse incidence. For the bare
structure, Heckl’s model is applied with the parameters listed in Table 1. For the metamaterial double panel,
Heckl’s model is combined with the equivalent dynamic mass by replacing m′1 with the equivalent mass m̃′

per unit area. The parameters used to calculate m̃′ are listed in Table 3 .

Table 3: Parameters used to calculate the dynamic mass of the metamaterial panel.

mHS mRes ωL ωU ζ2
3.8 g 2.0 g 962 Hz 1045 Hz 2.5 %

For both normal (Fig. 7) and diffuse incidence (Fig. 8), the bare panel shows an STL dip at fMKM , followed
by a an enhanced STL with increasing frequency. For the metamaterial double panel, the predicted STL
shows a strong improvement in the frequency region around fMKM . However, an STL decrease is predicted
for this metamaterial double panel before and after the predicted stop band frequency region. This happens
due to the creation of two new mass-spring-mass resonances in the metamaterial double panel at 748 Hz
and 1118 Hz. These frequencies can be calculated by replacing m′1 with m̃′ in the dynamic mass equation
(1) and filling in the originally predicted fMKM in the frequency term of m̃′, resulting in two new mass-
spring-mass resonances. In conclusion, the metamaterial solution shows potential to improve the STL around
the original mass-spring-mass frequency range due to its tuned stop band effect, at the expense of two new
mass-spring-mass resonances.
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Figure 7: STL prediction for normal incidence for the bare and metamaterial double panel partitions. A
strong improvement is obtained around the bare panel mass-spring-mass with the metamaterial double panel.

5 Experimental validation

This section describes the measurement setup and procedure, followed by a discussion of the IL measurement
results for the double panel partition and the comparison with the corresponding STL prediction to update
the foam material parameters. Eventually, the IL measurement results for the metamaterial double panel
partition are discussed and compared with the corresponding STL predictions by means of the calculated IL
improvement ∆IL.
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Figure 8: STL prediction for diffuse incidence for the bare and metamaterial double panel partitions. A strong
improvement is obtained around the bare panel mass-spring-mass with the metamaterial double panel.

5.1 Test setup

The KU Leuven Soundbox is used to experimentally evaluate the acoustic insulation performance of the
realized panels [29] (Fig. 9). It is composed of 5 reinforced concrete walls and a 35 mm thick aluminum
front wall with A2 aperture, onto which the test specimen is clamped with a steel clamping frame using 52
bolts. Since STL measurements are difficult in such a setup, IL measurements are carried out. IL differs from
STL, because it carries information from the testing environment [29]. The double panel partitions used in
the tests have total dimensions of 860 × 640 mm, since part of this area is used to install the panels on the
KU Leuven Soundbox (Fig. 10). While clamping the panels, care is taken not to compress the foam core due
to excessive torque on the bolts. The panel composed of plaster and particle board is always facing towards
the cavity.

The IL is obtained by measuring the sound power radiated through the open A2 aperture, Wopen, and the
sound power radiated through the A2 aperture closed by one of the panels, Wclosed, due to a loudspeaker
excitation inside the cavity. This allows the IL to be calculated as:

IL (f) = 10 log10
Wopen

Wclosed
. (9)

The sound power is measured using a B&K sound intensity PP probe type 2681 with a spacer of 12 mm,
which allows measurements from 125 Hz to 6300 Hz [30]. To highlight the metamaterial effect the IL
difference ∆IL is also calculated as:

∆IL = ILM − ILB, (10)

where ILM is the IL of the metamaterial double panel, and ILB is the IL of the bare double panel. To
simplify the interpretation of the IL and ∆IL results, they are averaged in 12th octave bands.

5.2 Bare panel results

For the update of the foam material parameters, the diffuse field STL prediction is compared to the measured
IL. Diffuse STL predictions are used since the acoustic field inside the Soundbox around the mass-spring-
mass resonance frequency region resembles a diffuse field rather than normal incidence. The Young’s mod-
ulus of the foam is updated to match the frequency of the measured IL dip of the bare double panel with the
predicted mass-spring-mass resonance STL dip. The damping in the foam mainly controls the STL amplitude
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: IL measurements on the KU Leuven Soundbox are based on measurements of the sound power
radiated through the open (a) and closed (b) aperture, excited by a loudspeaker on the inside (blue circle).

Figure 10: Metamaterial double panel clamped on the KU Leuven Soundbox with A2 aperture.

and slope around this dip [18]. Using a non-linear optimization algorithm in MATLAB R2018a R©(fminunc),
the damping is updated to fit the slope of the predicted diffuse field STL with the slope of the measured IL
around the mass-spring-mass resonance frequency range, from 728 Hz to 1727 Hz. The fit is obtained by
minimizing the standard deviation of the difference between predicted STL and measured IL in 12th octave
bands. The latter facilitates the update by smoothing out the structural modal behaviour of the panel and
acoustic cavity modes in the measured IL.

The predicted normal and diffuse STL amplitudes are higher than the measured IL (Fig. 11). The modes of
the panel and cavity influence the measured IL, causing a mismatch between measurement and prediction
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Figure 11: Measured IL for the bare double panel partition and comparison with the STL prediction for
normal and diffuse incidence, averaged in 12th octave bands.

for frequencies below 400 Hz due to the inherent difference between the IL and STL definition. For higher
frequencies the average error between the diffuse field incidence STL prediction and the measured IL is 5 dB
for frequencies above 400 Hz, which is in agreement with [20].

5.3 Metamaterial panel results

The metamaterial double panel strongly outperforms the bare double panel around the predicted stop band
frequency region, while adding only 8% of mass (Fig. 12). Before the stop band, the metamaterial panel is
outperformed by the bare panel due to its down-shifted mass-spring-mass resonance. After the stop band
both panels have similar IL performance.

To reduce the influence of cavity modes and amplitude difference between predicted STL and measured IL,
the ∆IL (Eq. 10) is calculated. A good agreement between predicted ∆STL for diffuse field and measured
∆IL is found. The predicted ∆STL for normal incidence overestimates the peak performance as well as the
strength of the two mass-air-mass resonance dips. These results both validate the proposed STL prediction
method as well as the potential of the metamaterial double panel solution. In addition, the R-value of both
panels is calculated to obtain a single acoustic performance value [31]. For the metamaterial double panel
an R-value of 22 dB is obtained, which outperforms the bare double panel for which the R-value is 21 dB.

6 Conclusion

Resonant metamaterials are applied to enhance the STL of a double panel partition with a foam core at
its mass-spring-mass resonance frequency, where the untreated double panel suffers from a reduced STL. A
commercially available double panel is used, with an particle board panel at one side and a combined particle
board and plasterboard panel on the other side, sandwiching a locally reacting foam core. Resonators are
designed and added to the particle board panel on one side to create a bending wave stop band in that panel
around the mass-spring-mass resonance frequency of the bare double panel. A method to predict the STL of
such metamaterial double panel is proposed and validated. The metamaterial double panel is realized and its
acoustic insulation performance evaluated experimentally.

The realized structure validates the potential of resonant metamaterials to improve the STL in the frequency
region around the mass-spring-mass resonance for double panel partitions with a locally reacting core mate-
rial. A strong improvement in the measured IL is achieved due to the stop band effect, with a mass addition
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Figure 12: The realized metamaterial panel strongly outperforms the bare panel in the predicted stop band
frequency region (black vertical lines).
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Figure 13: The predicted diffuse field ∆STL accurately predicts the stop band effect on the acoustic insula-
tion performance of the double panel, while the normal incidence ∆STL leads to an overestimation.

to the bare double panel of only 8%. This improvement results in an increase of the single acoustic per-
formance R-value of 1 dB. The good agreement between measurements and predictions also validates the
accuracy of the proposed method to design and predict the metamaterial double wall performance based on
the combination of Heckl’s model with the equivalent dynamic mass of a metamaterial. Since the dynamic
mass calculation relies on dispersion curves obtained from FE based UC modeling, this method allows fast
and accurate predictions for realizable and complex resonator geometries.
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